
200+ ChatGPT Prompts

Content creation:

1. Writesonic: AI writing, copywriting, and paraphrasing tool that can generate
content for social media, blogs, ads, and more. (https://writesonic.com/).
Also offers ChatGPT alternative i.e ChatSonic

2. Copy.ai: AI tool for writing marketing copy, product descriptions, and more.
(https://www.copy.ai/)

3. Jarvis.ai: AI writing assistant that can generate content for blogs, social media,
ads, and more. (https://jarvis.ai/)

4. Copysmith: AI writing tool for creating ad copy, product descriptions, and
more. (https://www.copysmith.ai/)

5. ContentBot: AI-powered content creation platform that can generate articles,
social media posts, and more. (https://contentbot.ai/)

6. Lumen5: AI-powered video creation tool that can turn blog posts into
engaging videos. (https://lumen5.com/)

7. Headlime: AI writing tool that can generate content for websites, landing
pages, and more. (https://headlime.com/)

8. Wavii: AI-powered content curation tool that can curate news articles, blogs,
and more. (https://www.wavii.com/)

9. Synthesia: AI-powered video creation tool that can generate videos using text.
(https://www.synthesia.io/)

10. Zest AI: AI-powered content curation tool for B2B marketers that can curate
articles, blogs, and more. (https://zest.ai/)

11. Contentyze: AI writing tool that can generate articles, product descriptions,
and more. (https://www.contentyze.com/)

12. Headliner: AI-powered tool for creating social media videos.
(https://www.headliner.app/)
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13. Textio: AI writing tool for creating inclusive and effective job listings, emails,
and more. (https://textio.com/)

14. Linguix: AI-powered writing assistant that can check grammar, style, and
more. (https://linguix.com/)

15. Cognifyd: AI-powered writing assistant that can check grammar, style, and
more. (https://cognifyd.com/)

16. Botnik: AI writing tool for generating comedic content, product descriptions,
and more. (https://botnik.org/)

17. Plotagon: AI-powered video creation tool that can generate animated videos.
(https://www.plotagon.com/)

18. InstaText: AI writing tool for creating Instagram captions.
(https://instatext.io/)

19. Rytr: AI Writer, Content Generator &Writing Assistant (https://rytr.me/)

20. Quillbot AI: AI Writer, Content Generator &Writing Assistant
(https://quillbot.com/)

21. Postwise: Use AI to write tweets and Twitter threads (https://postwise.ai/)

22. Lex: AI writing assistant (https://lex.page/)

23. Jasper: AI tool for writing marketing sales copy and blog content
(https://www.jasper.ai/)

24. GPT-3 Playground: Free AI writing tool (https://beta.openai.com/playground)

25. ContentEdge: AI tool for writing SEO optimized content
(https://www.contentedge.com/)

26. Wordtune: AI writing assistant - Chrome Extension
(https://www.wordtune.com/)

27. Tribescaler: Use AI to write tweets and Twitter threads
(https://tribescaler.com/index.html)

28. Peppertype: AI tool for writing marketing sales copy and blog content
(https://www.peppertype.ai/)
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29. AdCreative AI: AI powered ad creative and banner generator
(https://www.adcreative.ai/)

30. Tome: Create amazing slide decks with AI (https://tome.app/)

31. Revspot AI: AI copywriting for sales, marketing, and ads
(https://www.revspot.co/)

32. Predis AI: AI Social Media Post Generator (https://predis.ai/)

33. Elephas: AI writing assistant for Apple products (https://elephas.app/)

34. Bearly AI: AI writing assistant that leverages GPT-3 (https://bearly.ai/)

35. Writer: AI writing platform that can be trained on your own content and
brand guidelines (https://writer.com/)

36. HypeWrite: HyperWrite provides suggestions and sentence completions
(Chrome Extension) (https://www.hyperwriteai.com/)

37. WriterZen: A content creation platform that helps with ideas and
SEO-optimized content (https://writerzen.net/)

38. Word hero: AI-powered writing tool that offers 70+ options for generating
original content (https://wordhero.co/)

39. VidIQ: Helps YouTube creators improve the reach of their content (now with
AI features) (https://vidiq.com/)

40. NeuroWriter: AI-based SEO optimization for online content
(https://neuronwriter.com/)

41. Frase: AI-powered SEO writing assistant (https://www.frase.io/)

42. Respondable: AI to help you write better emails (from Boomerang)
(https://www.boomeranggmail.com/respondable/)

43. Canva Magic Write: AI text generator from Canva
(https://www.canva.com/magic-write/)

44. CrawlQ: Helps brands create unique and engaging content
(https://app.crawlq.ai/)
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45. Ellie AI: Craft intelligent replies to emails (https://tryellie.com/)

46. ContentBot: An AI-powered content creation platform
(https://contentbot.ai/)

47. Nichesss: AI writing platform to write just about anything
(https://nichesss.com/)

48. Levity: Automates tasks like email, document classification, customer support
tickets, and more. (https://levity.ai/)

49. TypeDroid: Generate text about anything and have it emailed to you
(https://typedroid.com/)

50. Email Triager: Use AI to automatically draft email replies in the background
(https://www.emailtriager.com/)

51. On Page AI: SEO tool with AI writing and detection, link building, content
editor, and more (https://on-page.ai/)

Social Media:

52. Simplified (https://simplified.com/): An all-in-one graphics, video and text
tool.

53. Hyperfury (https://hypefury.com/?via=i0sf9): Your personal assistant to
grow &monetize your Twitter audience

54. Twitter Bio Generator (https://www.twitterbio.com/): Generate your next
Twitter bio in seconds.

55. Supercreator AI (https://www.supercreator.ai/): Create AI videos from
scripts on your smart phone.

56. Postwise (https://postwise.ai/) and Tribescaler
(https://tribescaler.com/index.html): Use AI to write tweets and Twitter
threads.

57. Typefully (https://typefully.com/write): Use Typefully AI to write impactful
Twitter threads.
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58. Adcreative AI (https://www.adcreative.ai/): AI powered ad creative and
banner generator.

59. Predis AI (https://predis.ai/): AI Social Media Post Generator.

60. Replai (https://replai.so/): Use AI to generate meaningful replies to tweets.

61. Viral Curation (https://viralcuration.com/): Curates and publishes viral
content to social media and blogs.

62. Brandfort (https://brandfort.co/): AI that automatically removes unwanted
comments on social media.

63. Tweet Emote (https://www.tweetemote.com/): AI-Powered Tweet Assistant.

64. Rizz Keyboard (https://rizzai.com/): Brings GPT text generation to the
iPhone keyboard.

65. Tweet Assist App (https://tweetassist.ai/): AI Tweet Assistant.

66. TweePT3 (https://tweept3.com/): Automated Tweet Writer.

67. Repurpose (https://repurpose.io/): Repurposing platform for video and
audio creators.

68. ClipMaker (https://www.clipmaker.ai/): Convert longer videos into TikToks
and Shorts.

69. MarketingBlocks AI (https://marketingblocks.ai/): AI assistant that helps
generate marketing assets in minutes.

70. ContentIn (https://contentin.io/): An AI-powered content creation and
scheduling tool for LinkedIn.

71. AI custom bio (https://aisocialbio.com/): Creates custom social media bios
based on user interests and goals.

72. Tweet Hunter (https://tweethunter.io/): All-in-one Twitter growth tool with
AI suggestions.

73. Tweet to Video (https://fliki.ai/tools/tweet-to-video): Turn your tweet into a
video to share as TikTok, Instagram Reel, Youtube Short and more.
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74. AtOnce (https://atonce.com/): Content generator and CRM.

75. Applicant AI (https://www.applicantai.com/welcome): Uses AI to quickly
create resumes and cover letters from a LinkedIn profile.

76. Supermeme AI (https://www.supermeme.ai/): An AI-powered meme
generator.

77. Photor (https://photor.io/): Image recognition.

78. AnyTweet (https://anytweet.com/): Creating custommerch stores with your
tweets.

Design AI Tools:

79. Flair (https://flair.ai/): An AI tool for designing branded content.

80. Illustroke (https://illustroke.com/): An AI tool for creating vector images
from text prompts.

81. Patterned (https://www.patterned.ai/): An AI tool for generating patterns for
design.

82. Stockimg (https://stockimg.ai/): An AI tool for generating high-quality stock
photos.

83. Looka (https://looka.com/): An AI tool for designing a professional-looking
brand identity.

Audio and Video AI Tools

84. Krisp (https://krisp.ai/): An AI tool that removes background noise from calls
for clear audio.

85. Cleanvoice (https://cleanvoice.ai/): An AI tool that automatically edits
podcast episodes for professional-sounding content.

86. Beatoven (https://www.beatoven.ai/): An AI tool that creates custom
royalty-free music for projects.

87. VoicePen AI (https://voicepen.ai): An AI tool that converts audio content into
written blog posts.
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88. Soundraw (https://soundraw.io/): An AI tool for creating original music for
businesses and individuals.

89. Maverick (https://lnkd.in/eptCVijb): An AI tool for generating personalized
videos at scale.

90. Podcastle (https://podcastle.ai/): An AI tool for studio-quality recording from
a computer for audio content.

91. Otter (https://otter.ai/): An AI tool for capturing and sharing insights from
meetings.

92. Vidyo (https://vidyo.ai/): An AI tool for creating short-form videos from
long-form content.

General / Mixed categories:

93. Replicate (https://replicate.com/methexis-inc/img2prompt): Plug in an
image and it will attempt to give you a prompt to replicate that image.

94. TipSeason Read Time (https://tipseason.com/reading-time-calculator) :
Estimate the time to read a blog post / any content

95. Clip Interrogator
(https://colab.research.google.com/github/pharmapsychotic/clip-interrogat
or/blob/main/clip_interrogator.ipynb): Plug-in an image and it will attempt
to give you a prompt to replicate that image.

96. Rokoko (https://www.rokoko.com/): Create motion capture animations using
your webcam.

97. Monster Mash (https://monstermash.zone/): Convert drawn images into 3D
images and then animate them.

98. Luma AI (https://lumalabs.ai/): Scan real world items into 3D images (Using
modern NeRF technology).

99. Thing Translator (https://experiments.withgoogle.com/thing-translator):
Take a picture and Google's AI will tell you what it is.

100. Polycam (https://poly.cam/): Scan real world items into 3D images.
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101. UBIAI (https://ubiai.tools/): Turn text, images, and documents into data that
can be used to train AI.

102. Clipdrop (https://clipdrop.co/): Upscale images, remove backgrounds,
remove unwanted elements from images.

103. AI Image Upscaler (https://www.upscale.media/): Use AI to upscale small or
pixelated images.

104. Palette (https://palette.fm/): Use AI to colorize black and white photos.

105. Magic Eraser (https://magicstudio.com/magiceraser): Remove unwanted
elements from images.

106. Let's Enhance (https://letsenhance.io/): Use AI to upscale small or pixelated
images.

107. Lensa AI (https://prisma-ai.com/lensa): AI Image Editing App (Mobile).

108. Gigapixel AI upscaler (https://www.topazlabs.com/gigapixel-ai): Use AI to
upscale small or pixelated images.

109. Cutout Pro (https://www.cutout.pro/): AI Background Remover.

110. Watermark Remover (https://www.watermarkremover.io/): Use AI to
remove watermarks from an image.

111. Cloudinary (https://cloudinary.com/): APIs to develop AI Art Software.

112. Lama Cleaner (https://github.com/Sanster/lama-cleaner): Remove unwanted
objects from pictures or replace anything in a picture.

113. PhotoFix (https://photofix.io/): Remove people or things from photos.

114. IMG Creator AI (https://imgcreator.ai/): Generate text-based images to help
you think and create.

115. Nero Image Upscaler (https://ai.nero.com/image-upscaler): Enlarge image
size and resolution while maintaining quality.

116. Green Screen AI (https://greenscreenai.com/): Change the background of any
image.
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117. PhotoRoom (https://www.photoroom.com/): Photo editing platform with
powerful tools.

118. Picsart (https://picsart.com/gold): AI tools for creators to design, edit, draw
and share photo and video content.

119. MarketingBlocks AI (https://marketingblocks.ai/): AI assistant that helps
generate marketing assets in minutes.

120. AILab Tools (https://www.ailabtools.com/): Suite of image processing tools.

121. Vance AI Image Upscaler (https://vanceai.com/image-enlarger/): Enlarge
images up to 800%with improved resolution in just a few seconds.

122. LeiaPix (https://convert.leiapix.com/): Upload an image and turn it into a 3D
animation.

123. Phosus (https://phosus.com/): AI-powered Image Enhancement Tools.

124. MagicSlides (https://www.magicslides.app/): Create Presentation Slides with
AI in seconds.

125. Quillbot (https://quillbot.com/): AI paraphrasing tool.

126. Otter AI (https://otter.ai/): AI voice-to-text.

127. Lex (https://lex.page/): AI writing assistant.

128. Wordtune (https://www.wordtune.com/): AI writing assistant.

129. InboxPro (https://inboxpro.io/): AI-powered email assistant, calendar
scheduling and auto-followups.

130. Kive (https://www.kive.ai/): Upload photos and videos and let AI organize
and tag them.

131. Relayed (https://relayed.ai/): AI assistant for video calls.

132. Hints (https://hints.so/): Create and update tickets and sales pipeline from
messengers, email, or SMS.

133. HyperWrite (https://www.hyperwriteai.com/): HyperWrite provides
suggestions and sentence completions.
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134. Respondable (https://www.boomeranggmail.com/respondable/): AI to help
you write better emails (from Boomerang).

135. Quickchat AI (https://www.quickchat.ai/): Build AI Assistants that talk like a
Human.

136. Levity (https://levity.ai/): Automates tasks like email, document
classification, customer support tickets, and more.

137. ChatGPTWriter (https://chatgptwriter.ai/): Chrome extension to generate
emails and replies for Gmail.

138. EmailTriager (https://www.emailtriager.com/): Use AI to draft email replies
in the background automatically.

139. Albus (https://www.springworks.in/albus/): Use ChatGPT inside Slack.

140. Sumly AI (https://www.sumly.ai/): AI podcast summaries of your favorite
shows.

141. Cyanite AI (https://cyanite.ai/): Music tagging engine that uses AI to
categorize music.

142. Waymark (https://waymark.com/): Generate videos based on your brand.

143. Reachout AI (https://reachout.ai/): Create customized talking-head videos at
scale.

144. Lumen5 (https://lumen5.com/): AI-powered video creation tool.

145. Steve AI (https://lumen5.com/): AI-powered video creation tool.

146. Pictory (https://pictory.ai/): Convert text scripts and articles into videos.

147. Synthesia (https://www.synthesia.io/): Add voice and speaking animation to
avatars.

148. Movio (https://www.movio.la/): Add voice and speaking animation to
avatars.

149. NeutronField (https://neutronfield.com/): A marketplace for AI text-to-image
prompts.
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150. 100+ AI Prompts
(https://trello.com/b/4BPkSY1w/100-ai-prompts-resources-prompt-lovers):
A Trello board of prompts for ChatGPT, Dall-e, Midjourney, and Stable
Diffusion.

151. GPT Cheat Sheet (https://entreresource.com/chatgpt-cheat-sheet/): A free
ChatGPT cheat sheet for entrepreneurs.

152. Gift Box (https://www.giftbox.co/): Provides tailored gift suggestions for any
recipient.

153. Prompt Box (https://www.promptbox.ai/): Helps organize and save AI
prompts.

154. FlowGPT (https://flowgpt.com/): A collection of useful ChatGPT prompts.

155. A Million Dollar Idea (https://www.amilliondollaridea.com/): A business idea
generator.

156. Cookup AI (https://cookup.ai/): An ongoing list of ChatGPT prompts.

157. PromptExtend (https://www.promptextend.com/): An AI Art Prompt
Generator.

158. Project Description Generator
(https://www.welovenocode.com/ai-project-description-generator): An AI
tool that generates project descriptions.

159. Digital First AI (https://www.digitalfirst.ai/): A tool to help businesses find
growth-hacking tactics with AI.

160. Giftastic AI (https://giftastic.ai/): A personalized gift recommendation
engine.

161. Playlist AI (https://www.playlistai.app/): An AI-powered playlist creator.

162. Sudowrite (https://www.sudowrite.com/): An AI tool that helps overcome
writer's block when telling stories.

163. promptoMANIA (https://promptomania.com/): An AI art community with an
online prompt builder for generative art.
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164. Midjourney prompt tool (https://prompt.noonshot.com/): A tool that helps
users generate creative prompts by giving them ideas, suggestions, and an
inspiration image.

165. Midjourney prompt database
(https://aealexander.com/midjourney-prompt-database/): A database of
MidJourney prompt inspirations.

166. Ordinary Prompts (https://www.ordinarypeopleprompts.com/): A platform
to create ChatGPT prompts.

167. SaaS Library (https://www.saaslibrary.dev/): Discover 100+ unique SaaS
ideas that can be built with AI.

168. Promptstacks (https://www.promptstacks.com/): Free vetted prompts
curated for tools like ChatGPT.

169. Explainpaper (https://www.explainpaper.com/): Upload a paper, highlight
confusing text, get an explanation.

170. Bearly AI (https://bearly.ai/): AI writing assistant that leverages GPT-3.

171. ddmm (https://ddmm.ai/): Search any image on the internet.

172. Adstra (https://adstra.ai/limitless): Find and read only the articles that will
solve your problems.

173. Shulex VOC (https://www.voc.ai/): AI-powered reviews and feedback
analysis.

174. Feedly Leo (https://blog.feedly.com/leo/): Leo is an AI research assistant
from Feedly.

175. Albus (https://www.springworks.in/albus/): Use ChatGPT inside of Slack.

176. PlayPhrase (https://playphrase.me/#/search): Find video clips using quotes
frommovies or TV.

177. Andi (https://andisearch.com/): Answers questions or takes you to the apps.

178. Tutor AI (https://www.tutorai.me/): Creates courses on anything.
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179. Browse AI (https://www.browse.ai/): No-code data extraction and web
scraping.

180. AI Helpers (https://agilabs.org/ai-helpers-home): Create a custom "AI
Helper" bot for your needs.

181. Hubble (https://www.hubble.team/): An easy way to collect and analyze user
feedback.

182. Merlin (https://merlin.foyer.work/): Browser extension that helps with Excel
formulas, coding, email writing and more.

183. ChatGPT for Google (https://chatgpt4google.com/): ChatGPT response
alongside search engine results.

184. Ted SMRZR (https://tedsmrzr.vercel.app/): TED Talk Summarizer.

185. Detangle AI (https://detangle.ai/): AI-generated summaries of your legal
docs.

186. Mindsmith (https://www.mindsmith.ai/): Generate a micro-course with the
help of AI.

187. Paper Wizard (https://paperwizard.ai/): Write papers with citations from
famous experts.

188. Scispace (https://typeset.io/): Discover, Create, and Publish your research
paper.

189. Perplexity AI (https://www.perplexity.ai/): Combines GPT 3.5 and Bing to
answer questions.

190. Explore AI (https://exploreai.vercel.app/): AI-Powered Search for YouTube
Videos.

191. Olli AI (https://www.olli.ai/): Quickly create data visualizations from web or
file data.

192. Spatial AI (https://www.spatial.ai/): Predict and influence customer behavior.

193. Iris AI (https://iris.ai/): A workspace to organize all of your research.
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194. SkipVid (https://skipvid.herokuapp.com/): Summarize YouTube videos in
one click.

195. Context (https://addcontext.xyz/): Chatbots for your favorite content.

196. You (https://you.com/): AI-powered search engine providing personalized
results, private search, and AI-driven tools.

197. Uminal (https://www.uminal.com/): Like ChatGPT but can also search the
web.

198. ExplainThisAI (https://explainthis.ai/): AI assistant that provides users with
simplified explanations and summaries of long pages.

199. MonkeyLearn (https://monkeylearn.com/): Text analysis platform to unlock
insights from customer feedback.

200. BlockSurvey (https://blocksurvey.io/ai-surveys): Survey tool that uses AI to
generate questions.

201. Mason (https://mason.app/): It's like Google Analytics but with AI searching.

202. Gimme Summary AI (https://gimmesummary.ai/): Chrome extension that
uses ChatGPT AI to summarize articles on the web.

203. TLDR This (https://tldrthis.com/): Automated summarization, metadata
extraction,

204. Mindstone (https://mindstone.com/): Organize your thoughts, ideas, and
notes in one place.

205. Einstein.ai (https://einstein.ai/): A suite of AI-powered applications to help
businesses automate and optimize their workflows.

206. GPT-3 Playground (https://gpt3.org/): A free and interactive platform to play
with OpenAI's GPT-3 language model.

207. Mirobot (https://mirobot.io/): An AI-powered writing assistant for
businesses and individuals to help with content creation and marketing.
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This list will grow. Subscribe to https://tipseason.com/ to more interesting AI tools
+ Trending tech tips and tutorials.

Thank you so much for your purchase.
~ Copyrights @TipSeason ~
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